As Dr. Sarauw has in the past rendered good Service to Irish scholarship, so now one might have expected that he would be able to throw light on many dark things in the Old Irish Glosses. Any such expectation, however, will be grievously disappointed. There are, indeed, some acute remarks, and some suggestions which deserve consideration, but these few grains of gold are buried in a mass of rubbish. At first I was inclined to keep silence and leave him to the judgment of the few scholars who understand the intricacies of Old Irish; but on further consideration it seemed that such silence might be misconstrued and that bis remarks might be taken too seriously by the wider public interested in the subject; whoever is acquainted with the past history of Irish studies, will recognise that this fear is not ungrounded. To Dr. Sarauw himself I would venture to appeal to abandon bis lofty Isolation and to accomodate himself to the ordinary customs of scholars. But if he remains true to bis principles (p. 509), he will leave this paper unread; indeed, it would be hard to prove from bis writings that his reading in Celtic extends much beyond the Old Irish Glosses and his own works. Apparently there is one exception: he uses my Selections from the Old Irish Glosses; but, however flattering such a view would be to the author, that booklet can hardly be considered a complete compendium of what the Irish scholar should know. I will now go through in order various points in his remarks.
Pp. 507-511 contain a lengthy dissertation on Ml. 82 dl l, which leaves the gloss äs obscure to me at least äs it was 38* before. If Dr. Sarauw reads the Revue Celtique, he might have discovered that I admit that the imperfect with ro-may have a pluperfect sense when the verb of the main clause is an iterative past. What he ought to have done was to shew by examples that the perfect could have such an iterative past sense. Until Dr. Sarauw or another can produce such instances -and it may reasonably be doubted if they will ever be found -, it is impossible to accept bis explanation äs satisfactory. There is a ftirther little difficulty which Dr. Sarauw seems not to have noticed. In Ml. 83 a 4, which he quotes äs a parallel, we find nobith; why then have we here hua rubith, which, to judge from parallel instances, should in such a construction signify 'when it had been', not 'when it used to be'? Dr. Sarauw reproaches nie for too close adherence to syntactic rules. Does he then wish to bring back Irish syntax to that chaos from which it has been rescued with so much labour? On p. 509 he seems to believe that ma may be followed by the future. But that is certainly not an Old Irish construction. mani roima has been discussed by Thurneysen KZ. XXXI, 75, and by the present writer on various occasions; there is a note on it in Thes. Pal.-hib. I, 300. On the same page he quotes with approved rny analysis of -eicdid. p. 511. Wb. 30c20. The translation given in the Thesaurus still seems more probable, though of course it cannot be denied that the other is possible. In ML 140 c l the sense requires prodent, not produnt, in the Latin; that is clear from the preceding fore, which the glossator rightly translates by nadmliad. That nummeratsa is future, not present, admits of no reasonable doubt. Pedersen long ago pointed out that the present is mairnid.
p. 512. The expression aichota fasere rofasere is found also LL. 345 b, and of the grammatical construction there can be no doubt. How Dr. Sarauw * ' supplied one small contribution towards its explanation' by comparing it with something quite different, he may explain for himself.
p. 513. In Wb. 12 c 9 probably everyone will admit that risam is correct. Yet Cormac s. v. prull, has recat i mManaind (v. 1. recait co Manaind, in the later text). Dr. Sarauw suggests (p. 514) the alteration of feni to fein in Ml. 2bll. But the same form appears in LU. 69 b 37, hifenai bretha arm lasuide. In dealing with Old Irish Dr. Sarauw seems to coniine his attention too exclusively to the glosses. He apparently forgets that there are other old texts, such äs that of the LU. Täin, which it is equally necessary to study. p. 514. ML 76 a 12. Dr. Sarauw has apparently forgotten dundorbiam Ml. 105 b 6, doforbiat ML 27 a 10.
p. 515. As to ni dernus, it is true that one should not lay too much stress on isolated forms in ML Yet I cannot feel absolutely certain that this form is wrong; äs I suggested long ago, it might come from the analogy of the passive -dernad. As is well known, in later Irish the active and passive forms act and react on one another.
Ml. 55 c 1. aidchi roboi cucu. Has Dr. Sarauw looked seriously at the addenda and corrigenda to the Thesaurus? In Vol.I p. 721 a the editors simply quote his translation; in Vol. p. 417 a they adopt it on the ground of parallels from the modern language. Since then I have met with the phrase aidchi roboi apparently in the sense of ' one night' in an 0. Ir. text preserved in Stowe MS. C. 1. 2, fol. 38: ranuc araile maccleirech and aidchi robui dochum a tige. That teils in favour of the first Interpretation; the antiquity of the modern usage has, so far äs I know, still to be established.
indiad. It would be interesting to know how Dr. Sarauw reconciles the vocalism of the second syllable with the accentuation of the imperative. What is the point of saying that the tiach is l sg. and not 2 sg.? Did any one ever doubt it? The innocent reader might suspect that the editors of the Thesaurus have been guilty of this enormity, but, if he will turn to Vol. II p. xxii, he will find that the suspicion is not justified. p. 520. If Dr. Sarauw had noticed the internal rhyme between reir and grein he would probably have held bis hand. After amal etc. I know a bid, but no bid. Why this bid, which is syntactically a subjunctive, should be said to be 'so far the imperfect of the indicative of the verb "to be"' is another riddle. Thurneysen, who started from this very passage, has with great probabüity explained bid from buith; see my Substantive Verb p. 81.
Of the defects of the Thesaurus no one is inore conscious than the editors, and any illuminating criticism will be gladly welcomed. Whether Dr. Sarauw's criticism is of this sort, the reader will judge. Of the tone of Dr. Sarauw's paper, and of the violence which he does to the English tongue, I will say nothing.
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